CASE STUDY: STATEN ISLAND RAILROAD

Introduction

The Staten Island Railroad (SIRR), which today serves as the New York Container Terminal’s on-dock connection to the Class I rail network, stands as an example of successful freight corridor preservation of a railroad that was originally slated for abandonment. The Staten Island Railroad is an eight-mile freight rail line that connects Staten Island to the national rail system. The re-establishment of service on the line accomplished two major strategic goals for the New York area: 1) providing on-dock rail service to the New York Container Terminal (the former Howland Hook terminal), which had been the only major container terminal at the Port of New York and New Jersey (NY/NJ) without rail access; and 2) allowing the City to shift its solid waste disposal activities out of Staten Island to a remote location while retaining a significant number of jobs connected to the solid waste disposal industry on the island.

When the line was originally slated for abandonment, neither of these future uses had fully come into view. Yet, because of the strategic decision by the New York Economic Development Commission (NYEDC) to acquire the line, it has now become a vital corridor for the economy of Staten Island. As such, this project clearly demonstrates the advantages of taking a “preserve first” approach for freight facilities that fall into disuse. The SIRR project resulted from a $75 million dollar rehabilitation funded by the Port of NY/NJ and the NYEDC.

Starting in 2008, the CSX provided daily intermodal service over the line to Chicago, IL; Columbus, OH; and Detroit, MI; and on alternate days to Cleveland, OH; East St. Louis, IL; Kansas City, MO; and Worcester, MA. In the first year of its operation, the service was estimated to move 45,000 containers, thus removing 70,000 truck trips from area roads.

Background

Staten Island has long been referred to as the forgotten borough of New York—a place that many people have briefly visited, but about which, few outsiders have intimate knowledge. Staten Island has the lowest population of any of the five boroughs and has a decidedly middle-class orientation with the lowest poverty rate in the City. It also is the fastest growing borough in New York, growing by over 10 percent in the last decade, roughly twice the City average. With no passenger rail connections to the other boroughs, Staten Island retains an insular culture a few nautical miles from lower Manhattan. A secession drive that played a large role in political discourse during the 1980s was driven by cultural and well as economic considerations: “We’re islanders. The Irish, the British, the Japanese would understand, I guess. We feel pretty strong...”

1 “Staten Island Rail Road: Chemical Coast Connector”
about it.” stated Senator John Marchi in explaining Staten Island’s view toward further affiliation with New York City in the early 1980s. Staten Island’s independent orientation factored heavily in the development of the Howland Hook container terminal and the Staten Island Railroad, whose development was intimately tied to the history of Howland Hook.

Upon its opening in 1977, the Howland Hook container terminal represented New York City’s best hope of taking back a significant share of the increasing lucrative container business from New Jersey terminals, such as Port Elizabeth. New York City officials believed it was important to maintain a thriving terminal within the boundaries of New York given that the Brooklyn industrial waterfront was already falling into disuse. The decline of Brooklyn as an industrial center was blamed, in part, on a “dilapidated” freight rail system that was “choking” the waterfront. Conversely, Staten Island’s rail connections, following the creation of Conrail, were favorably compared to those connecting the other boroughs of New York.

Shortly after the time of Howland Hook’s creation, the New York Times lamented,

> The only part of New York to escape the pattern (of degrading rail infrastructure) is Staten Island, which is connected by a direct rail bridge to the Conrail network in New Jersey. It is that rail connection that allowed the construction of the city’s profitable Howland Hook Container Port on Staten Island.

Soon after the Howland Hook terminal opened, analysts recognized that the rationale for the existence of the Howland Hook terminal was its rail connection. A decade later, the rail connections leading to Howland Hook were dilapidated. The modestly-sized Howland Hook terminal, along with the even smaller Red Hook container terminal (opened in Brooklyn in 1981), were seen as a belated and insufficient attempt by the Port of NY/NJ to catch up with California and southern Atlantic ports in the container revolution.

Through its early history, the Howland Hook terminal was almost entirely dependent on US Lines, its anchor tenant. However, US Lines struggled with the terminal’s modest dimensions. The issue became particularly challenging after US Lines added container vessels too large to be accommodated by Howland Hook under its 1985 configuration. The terminal, which was leased to US Lines to operate in 1985, suffered from factors such as the small size of the yard, poor landside connections, and a draft limitation of 35 feet. The existing rail line received “modest” usage by US Lines for intermodal shipments, including the repositioning of empty containers.

---
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US Lines filed for reorganization in November of 1986. Still under Chapter 11 bankruptcy protection, the carrier broke its lease with the Howland Hook terminal in 1987 and moved to Elizabeth, New Jersey. The timing could not have been worse, as the terminal had just embarked on a $100 million expansion program that would have included rail yard upgrades. The pier closed later in 1987. Low-level shipping activity resumed in 1988 with Sea Terminals as a new client and operator. However Sea Terminals abandoned Howland Hook in 1990. Figure 1 shows the Howland Hook marine terminal in 1995, prior to its reopening.

**FIGURE 1**

**HOWLAND HOOK MARINE TERMINAL PRIOR TO REOPENING, MARCH 28TH 1995**

---
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The terminal continued to experience a series of ups and downs, with various potential operators first committing and then backing out of agreements to take over the terminal. In the meantime, the formerly strategic rail connection to New Jersey continued to deteriorate while the Port of NY/NJ’s capital investment in the terminal continued to grow, building on the remnants of the initial revitalization plan that was launched in 1986. However, there was increasing public reticence for further investments. By 1994, the NY/NJ Port Authority had invested $35 million in the terminal and it was still losing $7.7 million a year.\textsuperscript{14}

**Abandonment of the Line**

The rail line that would become the SIRR had been owned by the Baltimore & Ohio. Ownership of the underlying right-of-way (ROW) was subsequently transferred to CSX, with a third party owning the track and operating the trains. CSX sought to abandon the ROW when the Proctor and Gamble factory along the line closed in the early 1990s. The line had seen robust usage through the 1980s, but was severely affected by the bankruptcy of US Lines in 1986. That same year, the line’s traffic peaked at 1,742 carloads.\textsuperscript{15} Nevertheless, the rail line was not well maintained, even when traffic levels were high. As noted in the case, *Railway Labor Executives’ Association, Plaintiff-Appellant, V. Staten Island Railroad Corporation and Staten Island Railway*:

\begin{quote}
In December of 1984, SIRC filed an application to abandon its rail system pursuant to 49 U.S.C. Sec. 10903, claiming loss of profits and poor conditions of the lines as the bases for its decision.\textsuperscript{16}
\end{quote}

Traffic on the line fell approximately 90\% after the 1987 closure of Howland Hook, and for a number of years it was barely sustained by Proctor and Gamble.

In the late 1980s, the last two customers on the line were Proctor and Gamble and Con Edison. The power plant was switched over to dual fuel oil and natural gas feedstock in order to meet air quality goals and no longer had a use for the line for coal deliveries. Proctor and Gamble closed its doors in the early 1990s. With no viable services on the horizon, the Staten Island Railway Corp (SIRC) and CSX sought to abandon the line and filed to do so with the ICC/STB in 1992. The Port of New York protested the decision of the ICC to go ahead with final abandonment. The ICC argued that it could not require the line to remain in service solely on the chance that business at Howland Hook might be restored sometime in the future.\textsuperscript{17}
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Acquisition

It is not difficult to see why, when the City of New York started to examine the purchase of a defunct railroad leading from the terminal to New Jersey that was “crumbling and ramshackle” with some tracks “already submerged beneath the fetid waters of the Kill Van Kull,” suspicions naturally arose that the project may not be the best use of public resources.  

The State of New York had instituted a requirement that, when a railroad declared its intention to abandon a line, the State has a right of first refusal. The line to be abandoned ran from Staten Island to Union County, New Jersey. After the State of New York exercised its rights to acquire the corridor for a purpose that was to be determined, elected officials voiced support for studying the use of the right-of-way for transit purposes. Restoring passenger service to Staten Island had been a long-term aspiration of Staten Island Borough President Guy Molinari and his daughter, Rep. Susan Molinari, who earmarked $10.7 million within the Intermodal Surface Transportation Efficiency Act (ISTEA) to purchase abandoned rail corridors.

Serious public discussion of the NYEDC’s interest in acquiring the line from CSX began in 1992.  

The earmark from Rep. Molinari gave the NYEDC substantial authority to pursue the rail line, having already attained the legal jurisdiction over managing the acquisitions. Most of the proposed uses for the corridor were either transit or industrial. Given the highly industrial orientation of the land, no “rails-to-trails” use was considered. The original grant for acquisition was funneled through the Federal Transit Administration (FTA), so it was first acquired with a transit orientation. However, there was not a sufficient population shed to draw from in order to expand the line for transit use. After these initial evaluations were completed, the line was designated for freight.

---
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The fact that federal dollars played a strong role in the $10.3 million purchase from CSX, along with the New York and New Jersey agreement to share the cost of rehabilitation, helped to prevent the line acquisition from receiving the same level of scorn that had been directed at other attempts to revitalize Howland Hook. The idea that passenger rail service, which had been abandoned on the North Shore in 1958, could be restored also helped to sell the idea to the public. There had been a long-standing desire for additional transit service in the region, as residents did not have options to move around, and were pressuring local leaders to establish transit service. However, the need for adequate freight rail service was even more pressing. At the time of the acquisition, direct rail shipments accounted for only 2.8 percent of the city’s total freight volume. Furthermore, Staten Island remained the last viable area where a New York terminal could compete with the port facilities of New Jersey for cargoes that would terminate outside the metro area.

One of the last obstacles that had to be resolved in order to reopen the Howland Hook terminal was dredging the channel. After years of neglect, the surrounding channel had silted to 30 feet of draft. In 1995, the NY/NJ Port Authority agreed to pay $17.7 million to transport dredge material by rail and barge to a disposal facility in Utah. This cost was approaching twice the sum that had been paid for the Staten Island railroad acquisition, and occurred at the same time the NYEDC was attempting to determine the best future use of the Staten Island Railroad. In June 1996, the Port Authority directors approved, in principal, the reopening of the rail corridor serving Howland Hook for freight use to connect to Conrail in New Jersey. The Port Authority set up a subsidiary and issued a request for proposals for a private operator. The rail rehabilitation was linked with the other investments made, with one analyst stating the “Reactivation of the SIRR gives New York City and the Port Authority the only real hope to get a return on last year’s Howland Hook dredging investment.” While the line was clearly beneficial to New York, New Jersey officials worried that the benefits of reactivation would bypass their state. For this reason, a proposal was made to join the SIRR with the Rahway Valley Railroad, which had been abandoned in 1992. The southern portion of this railroad was connected to the SIRR in 2005, although other portions remain abandoned.

The Howland Hook terminal reopened on September 22, 1996. At the time, the on-dock rail facilities were expected to be opened sometime in 1997. The Port Authority’s capital plan, adopted in 1997, included funding for SIRR and Howland Hook terminal improvements. By late 1997, the newly reopened terminal’s volumes were already starting to put stress on the area’s
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road and bridge network. The Goethals Bridge, in particular, was ill-suited to accommodate trucks with its narrow 10-ft lanes.\textsuperscript{30}

**Potential Uses of the SIRR**

The SIRR was purchased prior to the announcement that the Fresh Kills landfill in Staten Island would close.\textsuperscript{31} Fresh Kills was long a point of contention between the City of New York and Staten Island residents, who believed that it represented the willingness of the City to outsource its problems to them. In 1980, the Federal government classified Fresh Kills as an “open dump,” and declared that it would have to be significantly modernized to remain open.\textsuperscript{32} As other landfills around the New York metro area were closed, the exceptional character of the Fresh Kills site, which by 1987 was handling 94 percent of New York trash, became difficult to ignore. City officials at the time were promising that the site would be closed by 1997.\textsuperscript{33}

In 1998, serious discussion was also underway as to the potential future use of the SIRR in shifting the disposal of solid waste away from Staten Island to remote locations. Containerization of solid waste cargo was seen as a way to reduce truck traffic. If this transfer was performed at the Howland Hook terminal, it would also provide a steady source of business at the terminal as well as increasing its role in benefitting the entire community. However, the technology of containerizing solid waste was seen at the time as experimental and, for this reason, was originally rejected by the NYC Department of Sanitation Commissioner.\textsuperscript{34}

Over the summer of 1998, work was simultaneously being performed on the rehabilitation of the Arthur Kill lift bridge and the connecting Arlington Yard, which would be used for train assembly. Confusion soon arose regarding the potential future use of the line. Some New Jersey officials worried that the plan endorsed by the Class I railroads would not allow enough benefits to accrue to local industries in New Jersey as major intermodal trains would, instead, bypass the state to connect to major Midwest markets.\textsuperscript{35} With the Port of NY/NJ becoming more and more profitable in the late 1990s, conflicts between New York and New Jersey over how to divide profits escalated.\textsuperscript{36} This spat occurred at a time when New York City had already completed much of the rehabilitation of the tracks over the Arthur Kill bridge, yet the New Jersey section of the route was still being developed. The NYEDC had made the initial investment of $11 million, which was then used as justification by the Port of NY/NJ in approving bond money to rehabilitate the terminal. While the Howland Hook terminal planned to use the SIRR line principally for containers, the idea of completing a rail line across the Arthur Kill waterway was


also supported by the petroleum and chemical industries.\textsuperscript{37} In 1999, the NYEDC envisioned expanding the Howland Hook terminal from 180 acres to 430 acres.\textsuperscript{38} Yet, these ambitious plans relied partly on the ability of the surrounding region to improve landside connections. The planned construction of a twin bridge to replace the Goethals Bridge stalled. In the discussion of area improvements, freight issues were often given only sporadic treatment. ‘‘We are also an agency charged with (expediting) the movement of goods,’’ and ‘‘There’s too much focus on cars,’’\textsuperscript{39} stated the Director of Tunnels, Bridges, and Terminals for the Port Authority of NY/NJ.

In 1999, the beginning of a year-long feud between Governors Pataki (New York) and Whitman (New Jersey) had increasingly serious implications for the future of the Howland Hook terminal and the SIRR. Governor Whitman had supported the rail plan over the objections of Union County officials. However, this state-level support was tenuous in the wake of a broader disagreement on revenue sharing. In June of 2000, the governors called an end to the 17-month feud and cleared the way for delayed capital projects to proceed, including the Howland Hook expansion and the completion of the SIRR.\textsuperscript{40} In 2001, the Port Authority purchased land to expand the Howland Hook terminal—a 124-acre factory complex that had been formerly operated by Proctor and Gamble until being shuttered in 1991. Proctor and Gamble had been a customer on the previous incarnation of the SIRR and its departure was one factor that led to abandonment of service. The Port purchased the land for $46.8 million. The facility, known as Port Ivory, since it formerly produced Ivory soap, required substantial environmental remediation. It was also envisioned as a dredge disposal site for the terminal’s required maintenance dredging activities.\textsuperscript{41}

As early as 2001, the major elements of the plan that would eventually restore service over the line were in place. As terminal President Ragucci described:

[A] major part of the Port Ivory development is expected to be an on-dock rail terminal. The port authority also is doing engineering work for an improved rail link between Howland Hook and the “Chemical Coast” line, which is operated by CSX Transportation and Norfolk Southern. Construction of a new connection from a bridge across the Arthur Kill to the line would eliminate many grade crossings for trains moving between Howland Hook and the three Class 1 railroads serving the port: CSX, NS and Canadian Pacific.\textsuperscript{42}

In 2002, following a period of inactivity in the aftermath of the 9/11 attacks, new terminal President Jim Devine rededicated efforts to completing its landside improvements. At the time, the terminal was reported to be “heavily subsidizing drayage to and from its facility at
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considerable expense to its bottom line.” Recognizing that intermodal service originating from the terminal was insufficient to drive the completion of the SIRR project, Mr. Devine pushed for the combination of port intermodal shipments with solid waste transfer operations in order to create a critical mass of cargo volume. In October 2002, the terminal broke ground on a $350 million terminal expansion that included the designation of the former Proctor and Gamble parcel for use as a $70 million on-dock rail facility. Furthermore, a decision in July 2002 by the Surface Transportation Board granted permission to the Morristown & Erie Railroad to operate as a common carrier along the Rahway Valley and Staten Island rail lines. The decision also granted the use of the county-owned rail lines as a through service for interstate carriers.

In 2004, the Howland Hook terminal was renamed the New York Container Terminal (NYCT), and was officially reopened with this new title on January 1, 2005. Later in 2005, the long-discussed ship-to-rail transfer facility broke ground with the intention of reestablishing container service, as well as serving as Mayor Bloomberg’s preferred alternative for shipping solid waste out of New York City by rail. The project, though long on the books, was incorporated along with a broader $450 million dollar master plan to bring on-dock rail to every Port of NY/NJ container terminal. When completed, the major elements of the project included: the rehabilitation of the Arthur Kill lift bridge; the restoration and expansion of the Arlington Yard; the expansion of connecting tunnels to the terminal to accommodate double stack trains; new track to connect the NYCT to the bridge over the Kill van Kull, and then, via the Chemical Coast Connector, to the national rail network in New Jersey.

Chemical Coast Connector

The configuration of the rail corridor on the Staten Island side was retained as it had been prior to abandonment. On the New Jersey side, however, modifications to the alignment of the corridor were required. The decision to route traffic via the Chemical Coast was made for a number of reasons. First, the original connector to the Lehigh line had been removed. Second, a new connection along the heavily industrial Chemical Coast would allow the rail line to avoid congestion impacts from at-grade rail crossings, as the new alignment “replaces a previous track connection that ran through highly populated residential areas and had several problematic at-grade road crossings.” The Chemical Coast Connector, thus, served as a key element of mitigation to prevent restoration of freight service from causing community complaints. The line also allowed the new ExpressRail terminal at Howland Hook to connect with another terminal located in Elizabeth, New Jersey. Plans to construct the connector, which had long been on the drawing board, were sped up in the late 1990’s due to the acceleration of cargo growth.

---
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The Port Authority board authorized the project in June of 2000 and purchased several acres of land to build the connector.\textsuperscript{49}

In addition to lowering the community impact of rail service, the Chemical Coast Connector project was intended to improve the efficiency of the line by reducing maintenance costs. Modifications to the line were made in order to allow for double stack trains, particularly in the area around Bayway Avenue. The project involved demolition and construction of a new vehicular bridge over Bayway Avenue, two rail bridges (Amboy Avenue and South Front Street), construction of three retaining walls, and railroad embankments.\textsuperscript{50} The construction costs associated with the New Jersey track modifications were estimated at $57 million. Figure 2 shows the Chemical Coast Connector project.

\textbf{FIGURE 2}

\begin{center}
\textbf{SIRR CHEMICAL COAST CONNECTOR PROJECT}\textsuperscript{51}
\end{center}

On October 4, 2006, the STB granted Norfolk Southern and CSX Transportation an exemption for the joint use and joint rail freight operations over 7.69 miles of abandoned rail line of the former Staten Island Railway Corporation in New York and New Jersey, lying generally between
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the Conrail Chemical Coast Line and points on Staten Island, NY. This exemption, which was strongly supported in comments by Mayor Bloomberg, was seen as the last legal hurdle for reactivation of the line. In 2007, the deepening of the Arthur Kill waterway to 41 feet meant that the NYCT could begin handling larger ships. Rehabilitation of the Arthur Kill lift bridge was a major factor in re-establishing the viability of the corridor. On April 2, 2007, the first shipment to use the rehabilitated track—a train carrying solid waste—successfully moved between the Department of Sanitation’s Staten Island Transfer Facility and New Jersey. Up to this point, $160 million had been spent on rail improvements on both sides of the bridge—a figure that dwarfed the original amount paid for the abandoned line in 1994. Mayor Bloomberg officially reactivated the line on April 17, 2007. Along with the completion of the track rehabilitation, the Port of NY/NJ completed the ship-to-rail container transfer station, called ExpressRail Staten Island, at a cost of $26 million. Given that the Port of NY/NJ has now committed to leasing the Howland Hook terminal from the City of New York through the year 2058, this corridor will factor into the long-term future of intermodal development on Staten Island.

Conclusions and Implications

The reestablishment of the Staten Island Railroad was a long and uneven process that was tied closely to the death and rebirth of Staten Island’s lone container terminal at Howland Hook. The New York Container Terminal is one of the largest employers on Staten Island. Poor rail access hindered the ability of the terminal to expand and secure its long term viability in a highly competitive market. These conditions, combined with the clear potential traffic reduction benefits in a bridge-dependent region, drove support from the population to improve the competitiveness of the Port and remove port-related truck traffic by shifting it to rail.

The project was managed by the NYEDC, which sought a third party operator that would allow both CSX and Norfolk Southern to utilize the line. This was an arrangement that had been successfully used with Conrail.

Aside from the issues of funding and construction, there were several accommodations needed to restart service on the line after freight traffic had been discontinued for so long. For example, there were several grade crossings that were seen as a potential problem if the railroad traffic volume increased. The surrounding population had gotten used to not having the railroad active and had assumed it would not be resuscitated. To minimize the potential disruptions from grade crossings through densely populated areas, the “Chemical Coast Connector” was constructed in order to link the SIRR line to the Conrail line in Elizabeth, New Jersey. CSX conducted a significant public information campaign to notify the public of the resumption of rail service, even including outreach to the schools to ensure that children did not play in the right-of-way.

---
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About six months prior to reactivation, CSX and the NYEDC started a public information campaign to ensure that the population knew service was about to resume.

Figure 3 shows the reactivated SIRR.

**FIGURE 3**

**REACTIVATED SIRR – CHEMICAL COAST CONNECTOR TO HOWLAND HOOK MARINE TERMINAL**

One unique factor that allowed the SIRR project to be realized was the existence of proactive inventory and acquisition policies in both states. In the 1980s, there were a slew of abandoned ROWs in New Jersey that were being sold off. New Jersey decided to create a fund to help the State to preserve them. The New Jersey Legislature set aside $25 million for the preservation of rail ROWs. Along with the appropriation, six specific lines that the Legislature wanted preserved were identified. The SIRR was one of those lines. When the appropriation was passed, the CSX was already in the process of abandoning the line, and had already filed to abandon when the money was made available. The State had to wait for the abandonment to be approved.
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There were two parties involved in the abandonment. One was the Susquehanna, which owned the SIRR assets including tracks and the lift bridge. The other was CSX, which owned the underlying real estate. The State of New Jersey acquired the real estate from CSX and the assets from Susquehanna, though almost all of the value was in the real estate. All of the property was held in fee-simple as opposed to under easement and, had the acquisition not gone forward, the CSX would likely have sold the land to adjoining land owners.

New Jersey officials were approached by representatives of Union County, which sought to reactivate the railroad as part of their efforts to retain or restore an industrial orientation for the County. That would mean that the State of New Jersey would not have to maintain the facility. However, the interests of Union county would become an issue of contention later on in the process after it became clear that the Class I’s would use the corridor to connect to major intermodal corridors as opposed to providing local service.

Some updates to the facility had to be made to convert it from a line that was capable of handling bulk trains to one that was able to handle double-stack intermodal trains. In addition to reactivating the Arlington yard, a branch line called the Travis Branch, which led to the former Fresh Kills landfill, was also restored. The NY/NJ Port Authority not only put significant investment into the connection to the Chemical Coast line, but also established a new rail authority subsidiary so it could operate or lease the operation to a carrier. CSX is the only company that is currently operating trains on the line—one intermodal train a day. NS has the right to operate but has not started.

Vertical encroachment was an issue where the SIRR interchanged with the Lehigh Valley Railroad in New Jersey. A truss bridge had an overhead clearance issue for double-stack. Susquehanna owned the bridge and resolved the issue by the time the State acquired the line. Vertical clearance was no longer an issue once the Port Authority built the connection to the Chemical Coast that avoided the truss bridge altogether. Although the Chemical Coast connection has allowed the SIRR to access the Class I system, it has still not restored the full connectivity that existed at the time of the line’s original abandonment.

The State of New Jersey’s right of first refusal is a law that goes back to the 1950s. According to law, a railroad had to file its intent to abandon with the State at the same time that it filed with the ICC. When the State receives the intent to abandon, it has 120 days to inform the railroad that it plans to exercise its right to acquire the line. In the case of the SIRR, the railroad knew prior to filing for abandonment that the State had a long-standing interest in acquiring the property. The Molinari federal earmark that was secured contributed to the state’s $25 million authorized for rail corridor acquisition. The initial purchase included all of the land and some of the assets. The Arthur Kill lift bridge was not acquired by the State of New Jersey as it was acquired directly by New York City. Following this project, there have been no other corridor acquisition projects by the State of New Jersey. Furthermore, the fund for acquiring corridors has been exhausted. Therefore, if another opportunity to acquire a corridor presented itself, a new funding source would need to be identified.

---
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The State of New Jersey does not actively monitor traffic on existing rail corridors to see which ones might be likely candidates for abandonment. However, it has performed surveys of abandoned corridors to see which of them have encroachment issues that would prevent future rail use. After completing its assessment of corridors, the State of New Jersey put forward a general recommendation to prevent future encroachment of corridors to allow for the possibility of future use either for rail transit or freight. However, it did not go so far as to recommend a specific funding source for any future acquisitions.

At the NYCT, the rail access provided by the SIRR has provided the terminal with an element of resiliency, even in the midst of a historic falloff in cargo volume. Even as total TEU volumes at the terminal have fallen, rail traffic has continued to be robust due to a modal shift from truck to rail to serve the terminal’s preexisting out-of-state customer base. The terminal is upgrading its equipment, and currently has rubber-tired gantries on order to improve container handling efficiency. The Port of New York stated that NYCT would likely not be proceeding with their terminal expansion program (“Berth 4”) without the availability of double-stack rail since intermodal is a “given” for any major marine terminal development. The previous situation—in which any containers moving by rail had to be trucked over the Goethals Bridge to terminals in New Jersey—was described as “costly” and “not a sustainable arrangement.”59 The ExpressRail facility is still undergoing expansion and is expected to be fully built out by 2013. With the ship-to-rail system, NYCT can move boxes off the terminal within 48 hours of arrival.60 Without a viable on-dock rail system, the small terminal on Staten Island would have a difficult time competing with the far larger and more heavily capitalized terminals in New Jersey. The SIRR theoretically allows the NYCT to market its services to almost any customer on the East Coast or Midwest. In addition, the Staten Island waste transfer station has signed a 20-year agreement to ship waste in sealed containers by rail to South Carolina, making this cargo perhaps the most reliable future use of the SIRR.

Figure 4 provides a timeline of the SIRR rehabilitation.

---
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**FIGURE 4**

**SIRR Timeline**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Year</th>
<th>Event</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1977</td>
<td>Howland Hook Container Terminal opens</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1986</td>
<td>Anchor tenant US Lines files for reorganization</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Traffic on the Staten Island Railway peaks</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1987</td>
<td>US Lines breaks lease with Howland Hook</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Howland Hook pier closes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Traffic on the Staten Island Railway falls 90%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1988</td>
<td>Howland Hook Terminal partially reopens with new client Sea Terminals</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1990</td>
<td>Sea Terminals leaves Howland Hook, again causing the terminal to close</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1991</td>
<td>Rep. Susan Molinari earmarks $10.7 million within the Intermodal Surface Transportation Efficiency Act (ISTEA) to purchase abandoned rail corridors</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>The factory owned by Proctor &amp; Gamble, a key shipper on the Staten Island Railroad, is closed</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1992</td>
<td>In March, Staten Island Railroad Corporation files with the ICC to abandon the line</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>ICC sets August deadline for abandonment</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>State of New York invokes its right of first refusal to acquire the line purchases tracks and land from CSX for 10.3 million</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1995</td>
<td>Port of New York finalizes arrangement to dredge the channel to Howland Hook terminal for $17.7 million and transport spoil to Utah</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1996</td>
<td>In June, Port Authority Directors approve the reopening of the rail corridor serving Howland Hook for freight use to connect to Conrail in New Jersey</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1997</td>
<td>The Port Authority’s capital plan includes funding for SIRR and Howland Hook terminal improvements</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Truck traffic on the narrow Goethals Bridge surges due to the reopening of Howland Hook</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1998</td>
<td>Discussion begins on moving containerized solid waste from Staten Island by rail</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2000</td>
<td>Port authority approves the construction of the Chemical Coast Connector</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Port authority purchases additional land for Connector</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2001</td>
<td>Port Authority purchases land to expand the Howland Hook terminal—a124-acre factory complex that had been formerly operated by Proctor and Gamble. Howland Hook leadership envisions the site for an on dock rail terminal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2002</td>
<td>Long term terminal President Camine Ragucci replaced with Jim Devine.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Terminal breaks ground on expansion, dedicated the site of the former Proctor &amp; Gamble facility as a future on-dock rail facility</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2004</td>
<td>Howland Hook officially reopens and is renamed the New York Container Terminal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2006</td>
<td>In October, the STB grants Norfolk Southern and CSX Transportation an exemption for the joint use and joint rail freight operations</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>NYEDC launches public information campaign to inform nearby residents of resumption of rail service</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2007</td>
<td>In April, Staten Island Rail Road officially reopens</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>